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 According to the latest, Nayanthara would play a pivotal role in the upcoming Aadhavan movie, directed by Sundar C. The
actress will make her debut in Tamil film industry with this film, being Nayanthara's first Tamil film. The team of the film has
selected Silambarasan and Vimal for the lead roles. Aadhavan will be a musical entertainer with Nayanthara playing a double
role. This time she is a woman, who becomes a police officer. The pre-release Aadhavan movie was released on 15 May 2018
and the full length movie is releasing in 2017. Check out the fan page of Aadhavan Tamil Full Movie: Aadhavan - Bengali Full
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role. This time she is a woman, who becomes a police officer. The pre-release Aadhavan movie was released on 15 May 2018
and the full length movie is releasing in 2017. Check out the fan page of Aadhavan Bengali Full Movie: The most reputed actor
in Bollywood, Salman Khan is all set to promote his upcoming movie. The actor is promoting his upcoming movie Tees Maar

Khan along with co-star Sonam Kapoor. In the promotional event, Khan dressed his sons Arjun and Harman in the same shirt. It
seems that the actor is planning to prove that even his children, who are also actors, can perform well in their films. Check out

the latest news, and TV commercials of the film here: 520fdb1ae7
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